THAT DESIGN CAN BE ROUTINE, innovative, or creative, has become a standard cliche among researchers building AI theories of design. Whether or not this is an especially productive classification of design processing, the cliche indicates that innovation and creativity in design are important research topics. That analogy plays a central role in innovation and creativity is another common premise among AI in design researchers. Whether or not current theories of analogical reasoning lead to creative design, this premise has drawn increased attention in recent AI research on creative design.
THAT DESIGN CAN BE ROUTINE, innovative, or creative, has become a standard cliche among researchers building AI theories of design. Whether or not this is an especially productive classification of design processing, the cliche indicates that innovation and creativity in design are important research topics. That analogy plays a central role in innovation and creativity is another common premise among AI in design researchers. Whether or not current theories of analogical reasoning lead to creative design, this premise has drawn increased attention in recent AI research on creative design.
In briefly reviewing recent research on analogy-based creative design, this article first examines characterizations of creative design and then analyzes theories of analogical design in terms of four questions: why, what, how, and when. After briefly describing recent AI theories of analogy-based creative design, the article focuses on three theories instantiated in operational computer programs: Syn, 1 Dssua, 2 and Ideal. 3 From this emerges a set of research issues in analogy-based creative design. The main goal here is to sketch the core issues, themes, and directions in building such theories.
Creative design
AI characterizations of creative design tend to be of two kinds. The first begins with a general theory of information processing and then delimits routine, innovative, and creative design in the terms of the theory. Allen Newell and Herbert Simon's theory of problem-space search is a very general theory of human information processing. 4 In this approach, designers solve problems by searching in problem spaces, where a problem space is abstractly defined by the reasoning goal and by domain knowledge in the form of operators that enable space search. This theory can, and has, served for modeling design processing. It specifies the reasoning goals as part of the design requirements that express design variables and specific ranges of values they can take; the operators are specific to the particular design domain. Several investigators have classified design processing in terms of problem-space search in this way: 5 • if the design variables and the ranges of values they can take remain fixed during design processing, the design is routine;
• if the design variables remain fixed but the ranges of values change, the design is innovative; and • if the design variables and the range of values both change, the design is creative.
The second kind of characterization arises from specific AI theories of design. The AI in design theorist posits a computational process for a kind of design activity, and then delimits routine, innovative, and creative design in the terms of the theory. For example, David Brown and B. Chandrasekaran describe a computational theory of routine design based on the notion of design plans. 6 This theory uses a structure-substructure hierarchy to organize skeletal design plans for the object to be designed. Designing a particular instance of the object-a particular air pump with specific dimensions, for example-involves selecting, instantiating, and expanding the design plans. Brown further proposes a classification of design processing based on this theory: 7 • if the designer knows both the structure of the design space (the structure-substructure hierarchy of the object) and procedures for systematically searching the space (the skeletal design plans), the design is routine;
• if the designer knows only the structure of the design space, the design is innovative; and • if the designer knows neither, the design is creative.
Three implications follow from these characterizations. The first characterization suggests that problem formulation and reformulation are integral parts of creative design. A designer's understanding of a problem typically evolves during creative design processing. This evolution of problem understanding can lead to (possibly radical) changes in the problem and solution representations.
The second characterization suggests that in creative design, knowledge needed to address a problem typically is not available in a form directly applicable to the problem. Instead, at least some of the needed knowledge must be acquired from other knowledge sources, by analogical transfer from a different problem, for example.
Both characterizations indicate that creativity in design lies on a continuum. That is, creativity in design can occur in degrees, where the degree of creativity depends on the extent of problem and solution reformulation and the transfer of knowledge from different knowledge sources to the design problem.
Analogical design
Recent AI research on creative design has explored the use of analogies in proposing solutions to design problems in the design process's conceptual phase. This focus on the use of analogies in proposing candidate designs appears to be a result of the traditional characterization of analogical reasoning in the AI in design research community: analogical design involves reminding and transfer of elements of a solution for one design problem to the solution for another design problem, where the selected design elements can be components, relations between components, or configurations of components and relations. That is, given a problem P new and a (partial, possibly null) solution S new for P new , analogical reasoning involves retrieval of a familiar problem P old from memory with a solution S old , and transfer of selected elements from S old to S new .
Let's examine this characterization from the perspective of analogy-based creative design. It is productive to ask four questions in analyzing AI characterizations and theories of information-processing phenomena:
why, what, how, and when. In the context of analogical design, the why question pertains to the task (or the goal) for which analogy is used-for example, the task of proposing a candidate design. The what question pertains to the content of knowledge that is transferred-for example, transfer of knowledge of the heat-flow process from one design situation to another. The how question pertains to the methods for reminding and transfer, where a method uses specific kinds of knowledge representations, inference mechanisms, and control strategies. Finally, the when question pertains to strategic control of processing. Clearly, the four questions are closely interrelated.
If we ask these questions about the traditional characterization of analogical design, the characterization appears too narrow, both in terms of what can be transferred and why it can be transferred. (This characterization also implies that P old and P new are different design problems. But, in general, P old and P new can be subproblems of the same design problem. This is the familiar distinction between cross-problem and within-problem analogies sometimes made in the literature on analogical reasoning. 14 )
Why? This characterization implies that analogical reminding and transfer occurs in service of generating the solution S new to the design problem P new -that is, in service of proposing a candidate design, modifying an initial design, and completing a partial design. But there is no principled reason to limit analogies to these design tasks. Design, especially creative design, involves a variety of other design tasks, such as interpreting and elaborating the design problem, decomposing the problem, anticipating potential difficulties with a candidate solution, refining a candidate design, evaluating a candidate design, interpreting the evaluation information, and reformulating the problem. Analogies, in general, can help address any of these design tasks. (The KA system, for example, uses past cases for the task of interpreting a design problem. 8 )
What?
The answer depends in part on the design task being addressed. The earlier characterization of analogical design implies that the content of knowledge transfer is in the form of design elements-for example, components and relations between components. This kind of knowledge transfer seems appropriate for the tasks of design proposition, modification, and completion. For other design tasks, however, analogies can result in the transfer of different kinds of knowledge-for example, the transfer of knowledge of familiar design problems for the tasks of interpreting and reinterpreting a new problem, and knowledge of criteria and methods of evaluating familiar designs for the task of evaluating a candidate solution to a new problem. In addition, for any of these design tasks, the transfer can take the form of strategic knowledge instead of domain knowledge. The transfer of a method for problem decomposition is but one example of this kind of analogy. The transfer of a design strategy in the form of a task structure is a more general example.
For all these reasons, we can generalize the traditional characterization of analogical design into an initial characterization like this: analogical design involves reminding and transfer of knowledge about one design situation to another, where the transfer can occur in the service of any design task in the The case-based reasoning literature often distinguishes between transformational and derivational analogy. 10 In transformational case-based reasoning, the solution S old for P old is modified to obtain the solution S new for P new . The modification knowledge typically is associative, and often is based on domainspecific heuristics. In derivational case-based reasoning, the trace of problem-space search that led to the solution S old for P old guides the adaptation of S old . Although both methods have been tried in design, they have met only limited success. Associative methods for design modification appear adequate at best only for variant design in weakly interacting domains, and processing traces of design generation by space search typically are not available in practical design. Instead, AI in design research appears to have led to a third framework for case-based design that uses modelbased methods for design modification and other subtasks spawned by the case-based strategy. The model-based methods use "deeper" design knowledge-for example, knowledge of the topology and teleology of S old . (The article by Mary Lou Maher and Andrés Gomez in this special double issue presents an overview of case-based design. 11 Elsewhere, I sketch an early theory of using model-based methods for design modification in case-based design. 12 Linda Wills and Janet Kolodner discuss some issues in pushing traditional case-based reasoning towards innovative design. 13 )
The literature on analogical reasoning sometimes distinguishes between withindomain and cross-domain analogies. 14 A domain can be characterized by the objects, relations, and processes that occur in it. Design domains such as engineering, architecture, software, and interface design clearly involve different kinds of objects, relations, and processes. But from the viewpoint of building AI theories, whether two design domains are very different, quite similar, or identical depends on the language for representing the objects, relations, and processes. From this viewpoint, the design domains of mechanical and electrical engineering are very different if one uses different representational languages for them, or similar if one uses the same language. Whether an AI theory of design can use the same representational language for two (apparently different) domains depends on the level of design detail.
Again, the answer to the how question provided by case-based reasoning seems limited to design situations in which P old and P new are so similar that all of S old can be transferred to S new and selectively modified to fit P new . What happens when P old and P new are not quite so similar? For example, what happens if P old and P new are problems from two different design domains in that not all the objects, relations, and processes in the two domains are identical? This question relates directly to the issue of creativity in design: if P old and P new are almost identical problems, S old is unlikely to suggest changes to the variables characterizing P new .
In general, analogical transfer requires the use of generic abstractions, where the abstractions typically express the structure of relationships between generic types of objects and processes. The analogical reasoning literature in AI, 15 cognitive psychology, 16 and cognitive science 17 suggests that the generic abstractions are not merely abstractions over features of objects, but that they capture the relational structure among objects and processes. In the context of design, generic abstractions might specify, for example, the structure of geometric, topological, temporal, causal, and functional relations among design elements. Generic design abstractions might also specify the structure of goals and methods in a design strategy. This implies that the learning of generic design abstractions is another important process in analogical design.
For this reason, we can specialize the initial characterization of analogical design like this: analogical design involves learning and transfer of generic design abstractions from one design situation to another, where the generic design abstractions specify the structure of relations among the elements of a design problem, solution, domain, or strategy, and where the transfer can occur in the service of any design task in the new situation.
When? This question pertains to the strategic control of processing. The learning of generic design abstractions provides a good illustration of this issue. Generic design abstractions can be learned at storage time, when the designer stores a new design in the design memory. This is an example of "eager" learning in which abstractions over known designs are learned as soon as new design knowledge becomes available.
Alternatively, learning might occur at retrieval time, when the designer is reminded of a known design. As yet another alternative, learning might occur at problem-solving time, when the designer transfers knowledge from one design situation to another. The latter two are examples of "lazy" learning, in which abstractions are generated when needed. Clearly, different answers to the when question about this learning result in different AI theories of analogy-based creative design. In addition, the different answers to this question might imply different answers to the questions of what gets abstracted and transferred and how.
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.
Three theories of analogybased creative design
I have selected three theories to focus on that exemplify recent work on analogy-based creative design. The three theories are instantiated in operational computer systems called Dssua, 10 Ideal, 3, 18, 19 and Syn. 1 Dssua was developed in the early 1990s in Australia, Ideal in the early to mid-1990s in the US, and Syn in the mid-1990s in Germany. All three address the conceptual phase of the design process and use model-based methods for analogical transfer. However, they illustrate three kinds of generic abstractions useful in analogy-based creative design: design prototypes in the case of Dssua, design patterns in Ideal, and design concepts in Syn.
Design concepts as generic abstractions.
Katy Börner, Eberhard Pippig, Elisabeth Tammer, and Carl Coulon describe a module called Syn within the Fabel system that enables Fabel to support analogy-based creative design. 1 Fabel is a case-based CAD environment intended to assist human architects in designing spatial layouts of buildings. Syn addresses the problem of designing air-circulation systems within the context of spatial layout design. A design problem presented to Syn specifies the main access to the air-circulation system, the required air outlets, and possibly some pipes connecting them. Initial problem specification takes the form of attributes and values that express the coordinates of the access, outlets, and pipes in a fixed grid, together with other features. Syn generates candidate designs that specify all the air-circulation pipes that connect the access and the outlets. Syn also represents the candidate designs in the form of coordinates of the main access, outlets, pipes, and interconnections in a fixed grid.
Familiar air-circulation designs in Syn are represented as graph-based topological models. In the graph-based representation, the main access, the outlets, and the pipe interconnections are the nodes, and the air-circulation pipes are the links. The graph-based design representations are organized in a tree of design concepts, where a design concept corresponds to a (named) maximal common subgraph between the designs under the concept. Using Ideal's terminology, one might view SYN's design concepts as topological design patterns.
Syn uses a compile operator for converting a problem specification from an attributevalue feature representation to a graph-based topological representation. In addition, it uses an inverse recompile operator for converting a graph-based representation for a candidate design to the attribute-value representation. When the task specifies a design problem (and its partial solution), Syn first uses the compile operator to generate a graph-based representation for it. Then, the system classifies the problem into its design concepts and retrieves the designs under it. The classification process is based on structural similarity between the problem and the concepts, and results in the most refined match possible.
To transfer knowledge from a retrieved design to the given design problem, Syn instantiates the maximal common subgraph (or topological pattern) for the retrieved design in the context of the design problem. This step adds air-circulation pipes and interconnections to the partial solution specified as part of the design problem. Finally, Syn uses the recompile operator to convert the graph-based representation of the new design solution into the attribute-value representation. At this stage, the system can change the dimensions of the pipes in the candidate design to meet the specifications of the design problem.
Syn is a very simple theory of analogical design. Its innovation appears to be quite mundane. The basic process classifies the given design problem into a library of stored design concepts that express topological patterns, retrieves the best matching concept, and instantiates the concept in the context of the problem to generate a candidate solution. Syn does not abstract any concept from specific designs; instead, it assumes the library of design concepts as given. In addition, it leaves the tasks of evaluating a candidate design and assimilating the evaluation information entirely to the human designer. Much of the power of the system apparently arises from its organization of the library of design concepts and its ability to transform a problem specification from its initial representation to a representation that enables reminding and instantiation of design concepts.
Design prototypes as generic abstractions.
Dssua stores knowledge of familiar designs (such as window curtains) in the form of design prototypes, where a design prototype is an abstraction over specific design instances. It represents a design prototype in the form of a function-behavior-structure model. The system represents the structure in an FBS model of a design prototype in the form of an undirected structure graph that abstractly specifies the components and relations among them, but not the specific values of the variables characterizing the components and relations in a particular design instance. As an example, the structure graph for the design prototype of window curtains might specify components such as window, rod, rings, and curtain; and relations such as "the rod is screwed to the window," "rings slide along the rod," and "the curtain is linked to the rings." Dssua represents the behavior as a directed behavior graph that, in addition to the structure, also specifies the direction of causal influence among the variables characterizing the components. The bottom half of Figure 2 illustrates the behavior graph for the window curtain. It specifies, for example, that the area covered by the curtain is directly proportional to the distance between the sliding rings on the rod. In the terminology of Ideal, one might view Dssua's design prototypes as design patterns with physical structure.
A design problem for Dssua is specified in terms of a structure graph. The structure graph for the problem of designing a door, for example, might specify the components (door frame, hinge, and door) and the component relations (hinges screwed to the . frame, door screwed to the hinges) of an ordinary door. Thus, the problem representation specifies both the problem (design of a door) and an abstract solution for it (the ordinary hinged door). Given the structure graph of a design problem and the initial solution for it, Dssua uses the structure graph as a probe into its library of design prototypes and retrieves a structurally similar design prototype. In the door design example, it retrieves the design prototype for the window curtain based on the similarity between the structure graphs of the initial door design and the curtain design prototype.
Next, Dssua uses domain-specific heuristics for constructing a behavior graph from the structure graph of a given design problem and its initial solution. For the initial door design, for example, it derives the behavior graph illustrated in the top half of Figure 2 . This behavior graph includes the additional knowledge that the angle by which a hinged door is open is directly proportional to its rotation relative to the hinge fixed to the frame. The system then compares the behavior graphs of the design problem and the retrieved design prototype. If the two behavior graphs are isomorphic, the mapping between the design elements in the retrieved prototype and the given problem directly enables the system to transfer specific elements from the design prototype to the initial solution specified as part of the design problem.
If the two behavior graphs are not isomorphic, Dssua abstracts qualitative causal dependencies from the two behavior graphs. The behavior graphs for the initial door design and the curtain design prototype illustrated in Figure 2 , for example, are not isomorphic. Therefore, the system abstracts directed dependency graphs that represent causal dependencies among the design variables but do not specify particular structural components or relations among them. In the case of our running example, Dssua abstracts a dependency graph from the behavior graph for the door design, which specifies that the angle of openness is directly proportional to the degree of rotation. Similarly, it abstracts a dependency graph from the behavior graph for the curtain design prototype, which specifies that the area covered is directly proportional to the sliding distance. Thus, abstraction in Dssua occurs at transfer time.
Next, the system compares the structures of the dependency graphs abstracted from the design prototype and the design problem along with its initial solution. If it finds similar structures between the two dependency graphs, it conjectures a transfer of the corresponding design elements from the design prototype to the initial solution for the given design problem. In our running example, Dssua hypothesizes a similarity between the causal relations in dependency graphs for the design prototype and the design problem. This enables it to generate a new candidate solution for the problem of door design in the form of a sliding door. Thus, transfer in Dssua is based on a similarity between the structures of the dependency graphs abstracted from the design prototypes and the initial solutions specified as part of design problems. Finally, the human designer can evaluate a candidate solution generated by Dssua for both local and global consistency.
Dssua's theory of analogy-based creative design illustrates the use of structure of representations for cross-domain analogical transfer. The representational structure itself depends on the representational vocabulary. The system represents design prototypes in the language of FBS models, and the structure of the representation of a prototype thus depends on the FBS vocabulary. Therefore, much of the power of the system apparently arises from its uses of generic abstractions in the form of design prototypes, its representation of design prototypes in the form of FBS models, and its ability to abstract causal dependency graphs from FBS models at transfer time.
This kind of analogical transfer introduces new variables into the initial solution for the given design problem. For example, in the case of initial door design, transfer of knowledge from the window-curtain prototype introduces the variable of sliding motion in the design of the door. Thus, given our characterization of creative design, Dssua is a creative design system.
Design patterns as generic abstractions.
In my research group, Sambasiva Bhatta has developed a computational theory of analogy-based creative design called modelbased analogy. He has also developed the Ideal system, which instantiates and evaluates the theory for conceptual design of engineering devices such as automatic coffee makers, electronic amplifiers, and gyroscopes. Ideal is a multistrategy system, capable of both case-based and analogical design. It contains several kinds of domain knowledge: design analogs (or cases), design patterns, design concepts, generic design components, and generic domain substances. Design analogs take the form of structurebehavior-function models.
The SBF model of a device is based on a general ontology of flow of substances through device components. This ontology gives rise to a set of design concepts in the form of structural connections and behavioral interactions among the components and substances of devices, behavioral states and state transitions in devices, and functions of devices and device components. These design concepts provide an SBF vocabulary for representing how devices work. The SBF model of a specific device explicitly represents the structural elements and topology of the device, the functions of the device and its components, and the internal causal processes ( . around design concepts that specify the primitive functions of devices.
The design patterns in Ideal are generic (analog-independent) abstractions of design that the system has encountered in past design episodes. Ideal learns (and thus knows of) two kinds of design patterns: general physical principles and generic teleological mechanisms. A GPP expresses a pattern of causal relations-for example, the causal relations that characterize the principle of heat flow from a hot body to a cold one. A GTM expresses a pattern of functional and causal relations-for example, the functional and causal relations that characterize feedback in control systems. Neither kind of design pattern in Ideal specifies information about the physical structure of devices. Both kinds are expressed in a BF (behavior function) subset of the SBF language. Also, both kinds are indexed by the design goals they can help to accomplish. Figure 3 illustrates a portion of Ideal's computational process that pertains to the learning, reminding, and use of GTMs in analogical design. A design problem in Ideal specifies the functional requirements of the desired device along with behavioral and structural constraints (if any). For example, one design problem presented to Ideal specified the function of an electronic amplifier as the desired function, with the additional requirement that the fluctuations in the output voltage be small. When a design problem is presented to Ideal, in the problem interpretation step, it first uses its conceptual knowledge of generic components and substances to elaborate on the problem specification. In the reminding step, it classifies the elaborated problem specification into its conceptually organized memory of design analogs and retrieves the best-matching analog.
This classification relies on the functional similarity between the design problem and the stored analogs. In the example of the amplifier, if Ideal knows of an amplifier design that allows large voltage fluctuations, it retrieves this design because of its functional similarity with the desired design. Next, in the design adaptation phase, Ideal compares the function of the desired design and the function delivered by the retrieved design, and spawns adaptation goals in the form of differences between the desired function and the function delivered by the retrieved design. In the amplifier example, Ideal forms the adaptation goal of reducing the voltage fluctuations in the retrieved design.
The left side of Figure 4 schematically depicts the amplifier design retrieved by Ideal. It also illustrates a small fraction of its SBF model for the design. In particular, it illustrates the top level of its understanding of the causal behavior of the design that results in the achievement of its function.
Briefly, a causal behavior is expressed as a directed graph of behavioral states and state transitions. It expresses each state as a schema that specifies a substance flowing between components, its properties at a specific component, and the property values. The system also expresses each state transition as a schema that specifies the causes for the transition (for example, the function of a component) and relations between the property values in the preceding and succeeding states.
To understand the use of analogies in Ideal, consider what happens if the system does not initially know about control mechanisms such as feedback and feedforward. In this knowledge condition, the system searches the SBF model of the retrieved design but fails to localize the cause of large fluctuations in the output voltage.
Suppose that at this stage an (external) oracle provides Ideal with the design for the desired amplifier along with its SBF model. The right side of Figure 4 illustrates this design and a fraction of a causal behavior in its SBF model. The system stores the new design and its model in its analog memory. But it also compares the SBF models of the old design (that allows large voltage fluctuations) and the new design (that regulates the voltage fluctuations). In particular, it inspects the structure of the causal behaviors in the SBF models of the two designs, notes both the similarity and the differences, and abstracts a causal pattern corresponding to the difference in the two causal structures. In addition, it abstracts the adaptation goal (in the form of reducing a functional difference) that it had earlier failed to achieve, uses this functional abstraction as an index to the abstracted causal pattern, and stores the new functional and causal pattern in its memory of GTMs. Figure 5 illustrates the GTM learned by Ideal from the amplifier example. In particular, Figure 5a illustrates the specification of the generic functional difference of reducing large fluctuations in the output of a device, and Figure 5b illustrates the specification of the abstract causal pattern that reduces this kind of generic functional difference.
The system expresses the generic functional difference as a schema that specifies a desired function (F2), and a known function (F1), and relations between F1 and F2. It expresses each function in terms of the behavioral state it takes as input (Given) and gives as output (Makes), and expresses each state in terms of a substance (?SUB1), its properties (for example, ?prop1), and their values (for example, val21 and val22). The Condition slot specifies the relationship between F1 and F2. It specifies, for example, that val21 fluctuates by a small amount (little delta) whereas val22 fluctuates by a different and larger amount (big delta). It also specifies that F2 is related to F1 through some hypothetical function f, where f is a map to an intermediate value (?val11'). The system expresses the abstract causal pattern as a directed graph of behavioral states and state transitions that specifies that the behavior B2 for accomplishing F2 can be achieved by a particular combination of the behavior B1 for accomplishing F1 and a behavior B22 that accomplishes the function f. Behavior B22 is constrained by a specific relationship between the states in B22 and B1, and B2 combines B1 and B22 in a specific pattern of causal interaction.
What happens when Ideal is given a new problem in a different domain? For example, one design problem actually given to the system at this stage specified the function of a gyroscope with the requirement that the fluctuations in the output angular momentum be below a specified limit. As discussed, the system first elaborates the problem specification, next classifies it into the primitive device functions, and then retrieves the best matching analog. In the gyroscope example, it retrieves the design of a gyroscope that allows large fluctuations in the output angular momentum. As discussed earlier, the system compares the functions of the desired and the retrieved designs, and spawns adaptation goals. Again, it searches the SBF model of the retrieved design of the gyroscope, and again it fails to localize the cause for the functional difference. But then Ideal abstracts the adaptation goal and uses this abstraction as a probe into its memory of GTMs. It accesses the GTM it had learned in the previous design episode (and illustrated in Figure 5 ). Next, it instantiates the retrieved GTM in the context of the retrieved gyroscope design to generate an SBF model of a candidate design for the desired gyroscope.
At this processing stage, the candidate solution is only an initial conceptual design. Ideal further refines, evaluates, and completes the conceptual design. For example, it evaluates the candidate design for the gyroscope by tracing through the causal behaviors in the SBF model of the design, ensuring that the behaviors are internally consistent and lead to the achievement of the function desired of it. In this way, Ideal succeeds in generating a candidate design for the new design problem through analogical transfer of design patterns acquired from earlier design episodes.
This short description of Ideal does not cover many aspects of its processing. For example, Ideal also uses design patterns for assimilating information on a design failure and reinterpreting the design problem. 19 In addition, it refines the abstracted design patterns in subsequent design episodes. Ideal uses generic design patterns for crossdomain analogical transfer, which introduces new variables into a design problem spacefor example, control variables in the design of the gyroscope. Thus, given our characterization of creative design, Ideal, like Dssua, can be viewed as an analogy-based creative design system.
AI RESEARCH ON ANALOGY-BASED
creative design is still in its early stages. The three theories I've just described illustrate the current state of the art. They also indicate some issues, themes, and directions for AI in design research. We can again organize the research issues around the four questions we raised earlier.
• Why? Syn, Dssua, and Ideal all use analogies for completing a partial solution to a design problem; in Ideal, the partial solution might be null. Ideal also uses analogies for interpreting the evaluation of a design. For what other design tasks might analogical reasoning be especially useful? It seems analogies are useful for most any conceptual design task, including interpreting the design problem, decomposing the problem, generating a solution to a problem or subproblem, composing subproblem solutions into a candidate design, anticipating potential difficulties with a Parameter relations Syn uses topological models exclusively, while Dssua and Ideal's models also specify functional, behavioral, and causal knowledge. This difference again reflects the different design domains in which the systems operate. In Dssua's FBS models, the behavior graphs differ from the structure graphs only in that the former also specify the direction of causal influence. In Ideal's SBF models, the representation of causal behaviors, although related to the representation of the device structure, is very different. What are the appropriate knowledge representations for enabling the learning, reminding and transfer of generic design abstractions? What is the relationship between the knowledge representations, the inference they enable, and the design tasks they address? What other methods might enable analogical transfer for different design tasks and domains? In the reminding phase, Syn relies exclusively on structural similarity between the design problem and stored design cases to retrieve a bestmatching case. Dssua, too, focuses on structural similarity (although it also seems capable of using functional similarity). In contrast, Ideal uses functional similarity between the design problem and the stored analogs as the primary criterion for retrieval (although it, too, uses structural similarity as a secondary criterion for analog selection). Once again, these differences in part reflect the design domains of the different systems. What are the trade-offs in using functional and structural notions of similarity? What other measures of similarity might be useful in analogical design? What is the relationship between similarity measures, design domains, and design tasks?
• When? While Syn assumes the topological patterns as given, both Ideal and Dssua learn their respective design patterns. In Ideal, design patterns are generated at storage time, while in Dssua they are created at problem-solving time. Ideal is an example of an eager learner, while Dssua is an example of a lazy learner. In general, design abstractions can also be learned at retrieval time, which would also make for a lazy learner. What are the trade-offs between eager and lazy learning in analogical design? How do these trade-offs change with the design task, the design domain, and the content of design abstractions? What other kinds of strategic control might be productive for analogy-based creative design?
This list of issues, of course, is only illustrative, not exhaustive, but even this partial list makes for an ambitious and exciting research agenda. Makes By-behavior Figure 5 . The generic abstraction of feedback in Ideal: (a) functional difference that the feedback mechanism reduces; (b) behavior modification that the feedback mechanism suggests.
